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Abstract 
Logarithmic onvergence of scalar sequences i generalized to vector sequences. Some sequence transformations for 
logarithmically convergent scalar sequences are also extended to the vector case. Theoretical results and numerical 
examples are given. 
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1. Introduction 
Let T be a sequence transformation and (gj(n))j be an asymptotic scale. When T accelerates the 
convergene of a sequence (s,) satisfying an asymptotic expansion of the form 
s, ~ s + ~, cjgj(n), (1.1) 
j=0 
where cj are constants, a vector sequence transformation ~ which is an extension of T might 
accelerate the convergence of a vector sequence (x") having an asymptotic expansion with respect 
to the same asymptotic scale (9~(n)) of the form 
x" ~ x* + ~ cJgj(n), (1.2) 
j=0 
where c j are constant vectors. 
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A scale sequence (sn) converges logarithmically to s, if 
lim sn + l - s - 1. (1.3) 
n--, cc S n - -  S 
As Delahaye and Germain-Bonne [2] proved, there is no sequence transformation that can 
accelerate all logarithmically convergent sequences. However, we can often accelerate the conver- 
gence of a logarithmic sequence satisfying some asymptotic expansion of the form (1.1) by a suitable 
sequence transformation. 
In Section 2 we generalize the definition of logarithmic onvergence to the vector case and 
summarize the asymptotic expansions of such vector sequences. In Section 3 we extent the 
d-transformation proposed by Levin and Sidi [4-1 to vector sequences. In Section 4 we generalize 
the modified ~-algorithm proposed by Sablonni6re [10] to vector sequences. In Section 5 we 
compare these vector sequence transformations with known ones using a wide range of test vector 
sequences. 
2. Logarithmically convergent vector sequences 
2.1. Notation and definitions 
Let x = (xl . . . . .  Xa) T be a vector in ~a or C d. The max norm Hxll is defined by 
I lx l l  = I lxl l  ~ = max{ Ix l l ,  . . .  , I xa l} ,  
and the component with maximal absolute value 1-8] (x )  is defined by 
if 
(x )  = xi such that i = min{j l  Ixjl = Ilxll}. (2.1) 
Let (x") be a vector sequence in ~a or C d. We say that (x ") converges sublinearly I-6, p. 286] to x* 
l im I I x "+ l  -x* l l  = 1. 
n-~ ~ IJ X ~ - -  X* II 
When d = 1, sublinear convergence is not necessarily ogarithmic onvergence in the sense of (1.3). 
For example, s, = Z~'= 1 ( - -  1) I -  1/i converges ublinearly but not logarithmically. 
A vector sequence (x") converges logarithmically [9] to x* if 
X n+ l __ X*  5 
lim = 1. (2.2) 
.-.o~ (x  ~ - x*5  
In the case d --- 1, (2.2) coincides with (1.3). It is clear that if the convergence is logarithmic, then it is 
sublinear. A vector sequence (x n) converges componentwise logarithmically to x* if 
x~ '+ '  -x*  
lim , - 1, i=  1, ,d, (2.3) 
n~o¢ X i - -  X~ "'" 
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where x7 and x* are ith component of x" and x*, respectively. In the case d = 1, (2.3) coincides with 
(1.3). 
Proposition 2.1. I f  a vector sequence (x") converges to x* componentwise logarithmically, then (x") 
converges to x* sublinearly. 
Proof. For any e > 0, there exists an integer N ~ ~ such that 
x "+1 -x*  
l - -e< <l+e,  Vn>N,  i= l , . . . ,d .  
xT-x*  
Let n>N be fixed. Then there exist j and k such that Llx "+1-x*11 =lx~ "+l -x* l  and 
[I x" - x* II = Ix~ - x*  I. Since [ x"+ 1 , • j - x*l ~> Ix~, +1 - x*[ and Ix~,- x*l >/[xj - xj [, we have 
I - -g< IXT+I - -X~I  IX~+I - -X~l - -  I l xn+l - -X* l l  ---- IXT+l --x~fllxT--x~l< 1 +~. 
IX~+l - -x* l  IX~-- x~l IbX"--x*l l  IxT-- x~l Ix~-- x~l 
Therefore 
lim [ Ix"+1-x* l l  = 1. [] 
.~  II x" - x* II 
The componentwise logarithmic onvergence is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for 
the logarithmic onvergence. 
Example 2.2. Let (x") and (y") be vector sequences defined by 
x" = and y" = 
-~+ - 
respectively. Then (x") convergence to the zero vector (0, 0) T componentwise logarithmically but 
not logarithmically, because 
(~ if n is even, 
(x" )  = 1 1 
n 2" if n is odd. 
On the other hand (y") converges to (0, O) a" logarithmically but not componentwise logarithmically, 
because (y" )  = 1/n. 
Now we generalize O and o symbols to vector-valued functions. Let D be a subset of ~. Suppose 
that for any M ~ R there exists x ~ D such that x > M. Let f :  D ~ C d be a mapping and g : D ~ C 
a function such that l im,-.~g(x) = 0. We write 
f(x) = O[g(x)] ,  as x ~ oc, 
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if there exist C > 0 and M e ~ such that 
Hf(x)/] ~ Clg(x)l, Vx > M with xeD.  
Similarly, f (x )  = o[g(x)] if for any e > 0 there exists Me ~ such that 
Ilf(x) II < elg(x)l, Vx > M with xeD.  
2.2. Asymptotic expansions o f  vector sequences 
A sequence of functions (gj(n))j is an asymptotic scale if 
lim gj(n) = 0 and lim 9j+x(n) _ 0, j = 0, 1, . . . .  
gj(n) 
An asymptotic scale (gj(n))j is logarithmic if 
lim gj (n+ 1)_1 ,  j=0 ,1 , . . . .  
gj(n) 
Let (gj(n)) be an asymptotic scale and let c °, c 1 .... be constant vectors. A vector sequence (x") 
has an asymptotic expansion with respect o the asymptotic scale (gj(n)) of the form 
x" ~- x* + ~ cJgj(n), as n --, ~ ,  (2.4) 
j=O 
if for any m e ~ there exist nme ~ and C,, > 0 such that 
m 
]IX" -- x* -- y' cJgj(n)l] ~ Cmlgm+l(n)[, Vn >1 nra. 
j=O 
By definition the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (x") satisfies (2.4). 
(ii) For any m e ~, 
x" -  x* - _~ cJg j (n)=O[gm+l(n)] ,  asn~ 0o. 
j=O 
(iii) For each i=  1,...,d, 
x? ~ x*  + cjgj(n). 
j=0 
Condition (iii) means that each component of x" has an asymptotic expansion with respect to the 
same asymptotic scale (gj(n)). A logarithmic vector sequence that occurs in numerical computation 
usually has a particular asymptotic expansion of the form (2.4) with respect to the asymptotic scale 
gj(n) = na-J ( j = O, 1 .. . .  ) or gj~i+ 3)/Z_k_ x (n ) = (log n)knO-J ( j = 1,2,... ;k = 0 . . . . .  j ) ,where ~9 < 0. 
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For other information on asymptotic expansions of vector sequences, ee [5]. 
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3. The vector d(m)-transformation 
For a scalar sequence (s,) having the asymptotic expansion 
sn ..~s-t- ~ nk'Aisn ~ ci,jn -j, (3.1) 
i=1 j=o  
where Als ,  = s,+l - s,, Ais,  = A i - l s ,+~ -- A i - l s ,  (i = 2,3, . . . )  and ci,j are constants and k~ are 
known integers with k~ ~< i (i = 1, ..., m), the d(m)-transformation [4] works well. Levin and Sidi [4] 
proved that (3.1) is valid for a sequence (s,) that satisfies ome difference quation. 
In this section we generalize the d(mLtransform to the vector case. Suppose that a vector sequence 
(x") satisfies 
m-1 ~ " " 
x" ,-~ x* + ~2 RI ") 2., c"1 (3.2) 
i=0 j=O g/J ' 
where RI ") (i = 0, . . . ,  m - 1) are known nonzero scalar functions of n and c ~J are constant vectors. 
Then we define d~m)[x "] by 
X n 
R~o.~ 
d~Ex"  ] = 
xn + mk 
R(n+mk) 
R(o"'/n ... R(o~+mk~/(n + mk) 
R~) l /n  k-1 ... R(~+_'~k)/(n + ink) k-1 
i n , , °  1 
e~") . . .  R(o n+mk) 
R~ 1 ... R~,~7 k~ 
R~o~/n ... Rto~+mk)/(n + rag) 
: : 
R~)_ , /n  k - '  ... R(~+-Tk'/(n + mk)*- '  
(3.3) 
k-1  " " 
m-  1 R (n) Ct , j  
xn = X* + Z "'i Z ylj" 
i=o  j=o  
where the determinant of the numerator in (3.3) is obtained by expanding it with respect o its first 
row. By Cramer's rule the value d~k m)[x"] is exact on a vector sequence satisfying 
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On the analogy of the vector Levin u-transform [8], we take 
R(") = nq(Aqxn-q), q 1, m, (3.4) q-1  = " "~ 
which is an extension of(3.1) to the vector case. Here ( . )  is the component with maximal absolute 
value defined in (2.1). The vector sequence transformation of (x") into a set of vector sequences 
{(d~")[x"])} with (3.4) is called the vector d(m)-transformation. We remark that the vector d m- 
transform coincides with the vector Levin u-transform. 
The vector d(")-transform can be computed by the H-algorithm of Brezinski. For n = 1, 2 .... , 
H(o ") = x", 
g(,) = nq-v(Aqx"-q),  O,pm÷q p-0 ,1 , . . . , ;  q --1, ... , m, 
AH~)_I 
H(k ") H~ )_ g~_ 
: 1 -- Lk Ag~) 1,k 
A~] ~) I, j 
Ag~)-X,k 
k,j 1, j  - -  
k = 1,2,.. . ,  
k = 1,2,.. . ,  j>k ,  
where A operates on the index n. Then ,amkg'l(n) = d~")[x"]. The vector dtm)-transform can also be 
computed using Ford and Sidi's algorithm (see [3]). 
4. The modified vector e-algorithm 
Let us consider a fixed point sequence (s,) generated by s, + 1 = g(s,) where g has the asymptotic 
expansion 
g(X)  ~ '  X @ O~2(X - -  S) 2 -'1- O~3(X - -  S) 3 "-~ " " ,  O~ 2 < 0 
in a neighbourhood of s. If 0~2 2 :~ %, then (s.) has the asymptotic expansion of the form 
sn~s+n-1  Z Cj, k(lOgn) kn-j C0,O = - - - ->0 , 
j=Ok=0 52 
where Cj, k are constants and depend on g and So. Sablonni&e's modified e-algorithm [10] defined 
e )l = 0, do ") = s.,  
ei") = ) + Lkk j  + 1 k = 1,2 .... , (4.1) 
e(n+ 11 _ e(n) , 
k -1  k -1  
by the following rules 
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where L½ k J is the integer part of ½ k, can accelerate he convergence of the fixed point sequence (s.). 
More precisely, Sablonni6re [10] proved that 
e(n) 2k=S+O(n-k-1), asn~ oo. 
In this section we generalize the modified e-algorithm to the vector case. Suppose that a vector 
sequence (x") in ~d or C a satisfies the asymptotic expansion 
J 
x" ,-~ x* + n -1 L ~ cJ'k(logn) kn-j, (4.2) 
j=0k=0 
where c j'k are constant vectors with c °'° 4= 0. Such vector sequences occur in singular fixed point 
problem in ~d or C a (see [9]). 
On the analogy of Wynn's vector e-algorithm (VEA) [11], we generalize the modified e- 
algorithm (4.1) to vector sequences: for n = l, 2,..., 
e(-n) 1 = O, el) n) = X n, 
e~ "~= e~-+2u + (L½kJ + 1)(e~-+l 1) -  e(kn) 1) -1 ,  k = 1,2, ..., (4.3) 
where x - 1 is the vector inverse of x defined by Y/(x, x). 
We call the algorithm (4.3) the modified vector e-algorithm (MVE). We remark that e~ "~ in (4.3) is 
identical with pt2") in the vector p-algorithm (VRA) [7]. For these algorithms we have the following 
theorems. 
Theorem 4.1. I f  the MVE is applied to a vector sequence (x") in ~a or C a satisfying 
l c l l °gnc21c34 J -x  [1  1 x n -- x* +-  -4- + + Z ~ cJ(J+l)/2-k(lOgn)k -4- 0 
n ~ ~ j=3k=O nJ ~ ' 
where c j are constant vectors with c 1 # O, then 
oI, l e~"' x*  + ~ . 
(4.4) 
Proof. Using the Maclaurin expansion, we show that there exist constant vector d 1, d 2, d 3 and d 4 
such that 
1 
Ax n = _ __  c 1 
n 2 
21ogn c2 1 dl 
n 3 + ~-~ + - -  
(logn) z d2 logn d3 
n 4 + ~ + 
Computing the inner product, we have 
(c',cl) I (Ax" ,Ax" )  = ------fig-- 1 + 21ogn(cl,c 2) + (ca, c 1) 1 t 1 . + -eln n 
,logn,2 logn 1 
+ n2 e2 + --n-T-e3 + ~ e4 + ~)J~-~ , 
o[1] + ~.  
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where el, e2, e3 and e4 are constants. Thus we get 
e~,) = A'2" 
(Ax", Ax") 
n 2 - -  2nlogn((cl,c 2) + (c2, Cl)cl ) 
- -  _ _  C 1 + C 2 (CI, c 1 ) ~-1~ C'~ ~ ('C"I~ C ~ -- + rid5 
+ (logn)Zd 6 + (logn)d 7 + d 8 + 0[1], 
where d 5, d 6, d 7 and d 8 are constant vectors. Then we have 
As],)= -(ct ,c l )  -5- + (c~,c~L21°gnf(cl,cZ)+(cZ, ~ C __~T) -F d 9 + o[1] ,  
where d 9 is a constant vector. Comput ing the inner product and the vector inverse, we obtain 
. . . . .  oE11 (Ae(ln))_ 1 1 cl l °gncz  + (4.5) 2n 2n 2 n-2 " 
Therefore 
[] e(2 n) (.+1) 2(Ae].))_l=x,+OI11 =--- eO -Jr- ~ •
Corollary 4.2. If the VRA is applied to vector sequence satisfying (4.4) then 
oE' 1 p ' ; '=x*  + 
Theorem 4.3. e(2 ") of the vector e-algorithm (VEA) improves the convergence of a vector sequence 
satisfying (4.4): 
. 
Proof. It follows from (4.5). [] 
5. Comparisons 
In this section we compare vector sequence transformations using numerical examples. 
Taken up transformations are as follows. The vector e-algorithm (VEA) [11], the Euclidean 
W transform (EWT) [7], the vector 0-algorithm (VTH) I-7], the vector Levin u-, v-transforms 
(VLU, VLV) [8], the vector d t2), d t3), and dt4)-transforms (VD2, VD3, VD4, respectively), the vector 
p-algorithm (VRA) [7], and the modified vector t-algorithm (MVE). All these transformations do 
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Table 1 
The vector sequences. We set x ° = 100 (i = 1 ..... d) and 0 ° = 1 
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No. x~' No. x~' 
15 ai,1 ~ bi, jlogn + al,j 
1 1+ 3 ~ ai'j 6 1+- -+ nj 
j--~l n j  n j = 2 
15 ai,j ~ bi,jlogn + ai, j 
2 1 + E nL,/-n 7 1 + nj 
j= l  j= l  
ai'J~. ~ J - l  ci j k(lOgn) k
3 1 +j~__l n~ 8 1 + ~ '' n7 
"= j= 1 k= 0 
~ J - l c i j  k(lOg n) k ai. 1 bi j~  q- ai.j , . 4 1+- -+ ' 9 1+ 
n j=2 l'lJ j= lk=0 n J~ 
5 1 + ~ bi.~x/-nn a+ai'' 10 1 -+- ~ i-1~ ci..,k(logn)kx/nn, 
j= l  j= lk=0 
Table 2 
The maximum significant digits (d = 4) 
No. x" VEA EWT VTH VLV VLU VD2 VD3 VD4 VRA MVE 
1 1.35 2.07 3.45 4.22 6.22 7.28 8.56 9.22 7.75 11.01 7.18 
2 2.00 2.98 5.11 6.13 6.73 8.98 10.13 9.76 9.26 4.65 7.56 
3 0.70 1.10 2.16 1.60 4.41 6.45 7.82 7.84 6.22 1.76 1.77 
4 1.30 2.02 2.93 2.90 3.63 3.73 4.06 5.21 5.81 4.39 4.80 
5 0.56 0.99 2.11 1.96 - -  2.57 3.85 3.74 3.48 1.64 1.67 
6 1.32 2.05 3.32 2.38 - -  4.13 5.72 5.15 5.16 5.15 5.88 
7 0.70 1.30 2.23 2.38 3.23 3.02 4.16 3.97 4.12 2.80 2.69 
8 1.32 2.05 2.16 2.18 3.50 4.12 5.37 5.10 5.07 5.04 5.62 
9 1.97 2.96 3.86 2.87 3.61 5.43 6.53 6.33 5.77 4.99 5.10 
10 0.67 1.08 1.32 - -  2.86 2.57 3.93 1.95 1.71 1.74 1.72 
not require a knowledge of the asymptot ic  expans ion of a target vector  sequence. A lgor i thms of the 
VEA, EWT,  VTH,  and VRA can be found in [1]. 
In Table  1, we list ten test vector  sequences (x") in ~a with x" = (x~, . . . ,  x~) T. The coefficients are 
defined by Ci,j,k = sin(½(/ + j )2  _ a2( i + j )  + i + 1 + ½k), ai, j = c~,j,o, and b~,j = c~,~,1. Each vector 
sequence has an asymptot i c  expans ion to fifteen or sixteen terms. 
For  each vector  sequence t ransformat ion,  we show the max imum significant digits f rom 20 terms 
of each vector  sequence of d imension 4 and 32 in Table  2 and Table  3, respectively. Numer ica l  
computat ions  reported here were carr ied out  on the NEC ACOS-610 computer  in double  precision 
with approx imate ly  16 digits. In the tables " - - "  means  that the t ransform cannot  accelerate or 
improve.  
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Table 3 
The maximum significant digits (d = 32) 
No. x" VEA EWT VTH VLV VLU VD2 VD3 VD4 VRA MVE 
1 1.28 2.00 4.04 4.01 3.62 7.76 5.96 4.95 5.02 10.47 7.13 
2 1.93 2.91 5.18 5.54 6.72 8.68 8.26 6.05 5.93 4.47 7.14 
3 0.63 1.03 2.46 1.19 4.78 5.16 4.20 3.12 3.17 1.67 1.70 
4 1.20 1.94 3.24 2.61 3.23 3.5l 4.87 4.98 3.85 4.34 4.78 
5 0.56 1.00 2.22 1.55 1.77 2.41 3.81 3.24 3.27 1.67 1.64 
6 1.23 1.97 3.06 2.30 2.94 3.90 5.55 5.22 5.07 5.03 6.16 
7 0.70 1.30 2.33 2.51 2.06 3.06 4.69 4.66 4.15 2.74 2.73 
8 1.23 1.97 3.19 2.62 2.74 3.26 2.98 3.20 3.05 4.97 5.96 
9 1.88 2.88 4.05 3.80 2.05 4.56 3.55 3.80 3.78 4.36 5.43 
10 0.58 1.01 1.56 0.91 - -  1.76 1.41 1.25 1.27 1.65 1.63 
From Tables 2 and 3, we conclude the following: The best vector sequence transformation is the 
vector d~2)-transform (VD2). For a vector sequence having an asymptotic expansion with respect to 
the scale (n-J), the vector p-algorithm (VRA) works quite efficiently. For a vector sequence whose 
error is asymptotic to n-1c1 + n-2(logn)c 2 with constant vectors c I and c 2, the modified vector 
e-algorithm (MVE) is the best. 
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